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Understanding the emergent phenomena of QCD

Hadron Structure Hadron formation 2

“In philosophy, systems 
theory, science, and art, 
emergence occurs when an 
entity is observed to have 
properties its parts do not 
have on their own, properties 
or behaviors which emerge 
only when the parts interact in 
a wider whole.”  Wiki

Observed entity

parts



An example of hadron structure  (1D)

Interpretation in non-interacting QCD 

Parton momentum fraction relative to parent hadron
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parton distribution 
function (PDF)



An example of hadronization  (1D)

hadron momentum fraction 
relative to parent parton 

= all states except detected hadron h
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Fragmentation 
functions  (FFs)
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Hadron structure in interacting theory
UV singularity  
when the field 
separation is 
zero

Definition of PDFs in field 
theory requires 
renormalization

PDFs will depend on 
renormalization scale and its 
RGEs are the famous DGLAP 
equations

Renormalization Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi

aka   DGLAP  



Other examples of hadron structures: spin structures

Helicity distribution

Transversity
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Unpolarized pdfs

Spin 
crisis



Spin crisis 

?

NS, Meltnitchouk, Kuhn, Ethier, Accardi (’15)
Dark Spin 
(86%)

Quarks 
(14%)



Today’s understanding
Accessible via moments of 
generalized parton distributions

Moments of helicity pdfs



Direction 

of motion 

Direction 

of spin 
Parton distribution 
functions (PDFs)

Transverse 
momentum 
distributions (TMDs)

Generalized parton 
distributions (GPDs)

Beyond 1D:  Nuclear femtography 



3D structures
TMDs

GPDs

F.T. 

RGEs of TMDs are more 
complex -> Collins, Soper, 
Sterman (CSS) 



Ok, so how do we get these structures? 
Route 1: Solve QCD on a 
supercomputer  (lattice QCD)

Route 2: Use high energy 
experimental reactions and QCD 
factorization 

This talk

eg.

possible , but still in its infancy 



High energy scattering

 Want to see 
internal structure 

But we only see debris

What part of this is the 
“internal structure’’?

Factorization
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Example: Deep-inelastic scattering  (DIS)

Internal structure Collision dependent factor

Error of approximations

Interpretation
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Factorization in other reactions
hadronization

SIA

SIDIS

structure + hadronization ..and many more
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The  QCD global analysis paradigm

PDF

Bayesian
 Inference

Hadronization

Hadron 
Structure

TMD
PDF

GPD

FF

TMD 
FF

Factorization

Exp.

Lat.
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PDFs

An example: JAM20-SIDIS
Moffat, Melnitchouk, Rogers, NS
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FFs

An example: JAM20-SIDIS
Moffat, Melnitchouk, Rogers, NS
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The simultaneous fit of 
PDFs and FFs provides 
new insights on nucleon 
strangeness   

An example: JAM20-SIDIS
Moffat, Melnitchouk, Rogers, NS
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Summary: Nuclear femtography 
               a worldwide effort

EIC

JLab





QCD global analysis
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Experiments = theory + errors 

Hadron 
Structure

Hadronization

RGE boundary conditions


